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OBJECTIVES

Identify opportunities for improvement 

INCREASE ACCESS TO AND WITHIN THE COLLECTIONS 

IMPROVE ENGAGEMENT WITH VISUAL DESIGN

OPTIMIZE COLLECTIONS,  WITHOUT COMPROMISING
SECURITY AND ACCESS
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INTERFACE DESIGN
PROBLEM BACKGROUND

Problem Background: The two collections lack some interactive and/or helpful design
features that are available for other collections. Other features are not optimized for
user experience. 

Other LOC collections (including CFR) have a side menu on the left-hand side of the
‘About this Collection’ landing page with additional resources listed, and FR does
not
Many LOC collections, including the FR, have a “Featured Content” widget that is
highlights certain items on the homepage/’About this Collection.” However, the
CFR does not have this visual. 
In the FR, the ‘More Like This’ section is populated with the first results of the
collection when organized by default, which is most often by date (oldest), but not
always. 
LLOC provides the option to download the item record as a GIF, but the result is a
stagnant first page of the document and is thus not particularly beneficial. 

SUGGESTIONS

1 Digitized Titles for FR. “All Digitized Items” is a way of
organizing periodicals in LOC collections, which can be
found in this Articles and Essays section.

2 The GIF feature can be modified to include all pages,
and a future project can revolve around bringing that
download option online. Or, if it is not functional for the
foreseeable future, it could be eliminated as an option. 

3 Add a side menu with expert and educational
resources to the FR ‘About this Collection’ page.

4 The CFR should have the “Featured Content” widget
added. The "Featured Content" visual in the FR could
be dynamic to reflect documents mentioned in blog
posts and other content or to reflect historical
moments. 

5 In the FR, the ‘More Like This’ section should be
populated with similar items, which can be linked
through future metadata on Titles, or be similar dates. 

6 Blog posts.

7 Timelines!
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ADVANTAGES

The overall
organization of

LLOC encourages
users to navigate
and browse more
so than other FR /
CFR collections. 

This photo shows how GovInfo organizes its collection
with drop-down menus. This method of interface

organization is cumbersome for screen readers and
other accessibility tools. 



ADVANTAGES

LLOC provides increased
access to Indexes,

Preliminary Materials,
etc, by adding them to
navigable menus and

compiling the materials
in their own, searchable

collections.  

This photo illustrates how LLOC creates separate pages
and searchable collections for supplementary materials,

which are invaluable to legal researchers. 





REORGANIZATION

Lists of Volumes and Titles can be
organized more logically through
manual curation.

The Federal Register can be
reorganized like other
newspapers in LOC, streamlining
how users fi lter and browse
items.

This photo illustrates how FR periodicals may be
organized with an interactive calendar view. This
would be particularly helpful for users looking or

particular dates.



STRENGTHENING METADATA

Subject metadata can be
strengthened in different ways per
collection. 

FR doesn't have differential
subjects, rather "global" metadata
to connect items to the greater
LOC collections. 

Some subjects in CFR are
redundant, or spelled incorrectly.

There is subject metadata that is
outdated and even offensive. 

R e d u n d a n t ,  i n c o n s i s t e n t ,  a n d  o u t d a t e d  m e t a d a t a  i s  h a r m f u l  t o  t h e
a c c u r a c y  o f  t h e  c o l l e c t i o n  a n d  t h e  g r o u p s  r e p r e s e n t e d .

This set of subject headings 

appears for every item record in

the FR, without other, specific

subjects. These subjects connect

to the overall LOC collection but

fail to help users differentiate

between items.  



STRENGTHENING METADATA

Checking individual records revealed
that the OCR that captures the dates for
items in the Federal Register had
occasionally read the date wrong. 

This affected the metadata for the date,
title, citation, and more. 

I  found and recorded these errors in
addition to my research on the
collections, compiling the data and links
to the item records in a spreadsheet for
my sponsor to review upon presentation
of my deliverable. 



INNOVATING WITH VISUALS

Interactive embeds, dynamic
widgets, digital visuals, and AI
encourage users to interact with
the collections and can improve
overall  user experience. 

The “More Items Like This” section is
manually curated by LLOC librarians, but it

can be automatically populated using AI.



I  designed a timeline and video embed option using
HTML code. 

Below is an example of a timeline that l ibrarians
can create for the FR / CFR. This one is based on
the different formats of the print FR.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>
 <p>Researchers can alternatively access the Law Library's webinar, <a
href="https://www.loc.gov/item/webcast-9751/?&embed=resources"> Orientation to Legal
Research: Tracing Federal Regulations, </a> for more information. </p>

<iframe src="https://www.loc.gov/item/webcast-9751/?&embed=resources" width="697"
height="600" frameborder="0" scrolling="no" allowfullscreen></iframe>

</html>



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Scan PDF records for Titles, subjects, themes, and
relationships within the documents/collections.

Make suggestions for dynamic featured content and the
“More Items Like This” and “You Might Also Like” sections of
item records based on the current page’s content.

Analyze anonymous user feedback when LLOC librarians
receive complaints or questions from users, and generate
a list of highlighted problem areas, solutions, and a plan of
action.

The ‘Ask A Librarian’ feature is rule-based, as opposed to
AI-powered, and is available to LLOC as part of
LibAnswers, but AI may be used to narrow user inquiries
or answer FAQ questions during long wait times.

Detect patterns in the metadata or in scanned PDF files. 
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FUTURE PROJECTS

AMENDING ERRORS 

UPDATING ORGANIZATION

Future internships with Jennifer González and LLOC can focus on suggested
projects and developing metadata. 

technical issues will be addressed for the affected dates, titles, citations,
and other metadata for 100+ item records in the FR. 

long-term projects, such as the reorganization solution for the FR, would
require strategic planning and project management from lloc. 
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